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Welcome to the proudly absurd world of 

Chief Nitwit | Iain
Paintbrush wielder, practical joker, 

and general nonsense maker.

Maddy | COO (Chief Of Odd) 
100% commitment to all things not 
involving a paintbrush.

Major Ajax | Junior Assistant 
The newest recruit.  
Great at chewing things and Taekwondo.
Is scared of cats (thanks to Mustang).

Director of Comms | Colonel Mustang 
Sleeps on his face, split personality. 

This is where we tell you that our designs take inspiration from 
the glorious natural world and blend exceptional humour  

with a premium quality finish and so on, and so forth. 
 

But that’s a load of old guff really! 

Have a joke instead:

Two goldfish are in a tank.
One says to the other,

 “Do you even know how to drive this thing?”

Notorious CharactersNotorious CharactersNotorious Characters



N.B. Catalogue not edible.
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( Or - just shout "OI!" if you see us in the street )

"One of a kind designs - People have loved some of the 
designs so much they have joked about getting them 

tattooed!" 

SUSTAINABILITY WELLNESS

We'll giv
e you a fiver

 if you
 do!

"These cards have been the best sellers out of 6 other ranges. 
Everyone adores the brilliant humour and beautifully drawn 

artwork."
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GREETING CARDS
 All cards are blank inside (unless folded inside out).

Printed on 300gsm Fedrigoni Tintoretto Crema FSC certified board.
Cards measure 5 x 7 inches (127mm x 178mm). 

Printed down the road from where we walk the dog.
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-?- DOGS VS CATS        05  
-?- ROMANCE      07  
-?- CREATURE CONFESSIONS         10 
-?- SEASONAL          11 
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OCCASIONS

SY01

CG04

FD01 NB01 UD01

W02 GW03

B02

CG05

B04

B03 GW02
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W03

W01

NH01TY01B01

V02 CG03CG02

OCCASIONS

CG01 GW01TY02
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OCCASIONS

MD01

MD03 MD04

MD02

No endless flowers  
or heartfelt messages  

for Mother's Day 
around here.

Why be the most  
loving child 

when you can 
be the funniest?
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ED01

EVERYDAY

ED12 ED02

ED06 ED08

ED14

ED09ED04ED05 ED15

ED11 ED03ED07
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DOGS VS CATS

D06

D03

D04

D05

D08
D09

D01

D07

D02
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DOGS VS CATS

CT04CT05
CT01

CT02CT03



ROMANCE

V08

V06

V04

V10

V01

V09

V03

V07
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CC07 CC08 CC09

CC12CC10 CC11

CC03CC02CC01

CC05 CC06CC04

CREATURE CONFESSIONS
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SEASONAL

This is a load of baubles!
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C11

CO5

C14

C04C06 C12

C03 C08

C09 C13

C07

C01
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First Class Pawst | NC01 Impeckably Fowl | NC02NOTECARDS
Set of 10 notecards,  

with 2 each of 5 designs. 

Printed on 350gsm  
Fedrigoni Tintoretto Gesso 

cardstock. 

10 premium antique white 
envelopes included.

 
Presented in a premium 

vivid blue presentation box  
with a gold-foiled lid. 
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Food For Thought | NC03 Creature Classics | NC04
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Notecards Review:

 
"I absolutely love these notecards! They are fantastic 

quality and beautifully illustrated, as you can expect 

with all Bewilderbeest products. The presentation box 

they come in is lovely, and they would  

make a perfect gift."
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COASTERS
Cork-backed quality coasters with a matte finish. 

Coasters measure 100mm x 100mm

XX01 XX02

XX03

XX04
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CALENDARS

A4 size (210mm x 297mm) calendars.  
A3 when unfolded. 

Hole for hanging hook. 
Daft and notable days are included inside each calendar.

 
Cover is printed on 350gsm Fedrigoni Tintoretto cardstock.

CAL01
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CAL02

A4 size (210mm x 297mm) calendars.  
A3 when unfolded. 

Hole for hanging hook. 
Daft and notable days are included inside each calendar.

 
Cover is printed on 350gsm Fedrigoni Tintoretto cardstock.
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GIFTWRAP

Printed with eco-friendly vegetable inks. 
*That's right, we rubbed a turnip on some paper! 

Premium matte finish thick 120gsm gift wrap.
Supplied folded into quarters.

Measures 500mm x 700mm when unfolded.

Definitely Iain's real hands.

He moisturises...
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*Images are not to scale. 

WW03

WW01

WW02



QUICK PUDDING BREAK

Nonsense will resume post dessert...
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LP41

Fine art giclée prints on Hahnemühle German Etching paper.  
Variety of limited edition and open edition prints available.

Supplied with certificate of authenticity, and wrapped in a cellophane 
sleeve with protective backing board. 

 All prints are sized to fit standard size frames.

Please contact us or scan the QR code  
for our current list of available prints and prices. 

GICLEE PRINTS

A small selection of the prints available:
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LP25

LP14

LP01

LP10

LIMITED EDITION - GICLEE
These prints are 12” x 16” 

These prints are 12” x 12”

12” x 16”

LP03

LP33

LP08

LP41
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OPEN EDITION - GICLEE

OP13

OP12

OP10

OP06

These prints are 8” x 10”
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INVOICING
Minimum order: £60 

First orders will be invoiced on a proforma basis; 
Thereafter, payment terms are 30 days from date of invoice.

DELIVERY
We offer FREE mainland UK delivery on orders over £100.

Orders under £100 will be charged £8.00 delivery.
 

International deliveries: Shipping will be estimated when placing an order.

TO ORDER
Email: info@bewilderbeest.co.uk 
Or, phone Iain on: 07742 895 283

We are also on the online wholesale platforms Faire, Abound, Ankortstore & Creoate.  
Please contact us before ordering as we may be able to send you a link for preferential terms 

when ordering from these platforms. 

TERMS
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Product Price / item QTY in pack ( e.g. sixes ) Suggested RRP

Greeting Cards £1.20 6 £2.95

Notecards Set £5.50 3 £15.00

Coasters £1.45 6 £3.50

Calendars £5.50 3 £15.00

Gift Wrap £1.25 6 £3.00

Prints Please contact us 1 Varies

* All prices are Ex VAT





Follow us on Instagram:

Eco Credentials

* All cards printed on FSC certified board.
* Our printer is a member of the Woodland Carbon Scheme.
* Cards can be provided nested, without cello sleeves, on request.
* We ALWAYS remember to put the recycling bin out.

@bewilderbeest

WWW.BEWILDERBEEST.CO.UK


